
F R A N C H I S E 
EXECUTIVE SEARCH



FIND THE RIGHT PEOPLE 
TO TRANSFORM YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 
People and culture are essential to achieving 
your organization’s vision, success, and 
continued growth. The Franchise leaders 
you bring on board must be innovative, 
empathetic, and business-minded. You 
require confident decision-makers with 
functional expertise who can embrace 
technology, drive critical initiatives, and 
contribute to key business priorities. 



OVER 

PROFESSIONAL 
SEARCHES

5,000

BLUE ROCK SEARCH specializes in 
finding transformative leaders that deliver results. We 

are an MBE Certified, minority-owned executive search 
firm, an SRA Network member, and one of the Hunt 

Scanlon HR/Diversity Recruiting Power 65. Led by Nancy 
Estep-Critchett—a Blue Rock founding partner and an 

industry thought leader—the Franchise practice specializes 
in executive search to fill a select group of critical roles.

Our proven search methodology finds your next 
high-impact leader to deliver results, build a great 

team, and achieve your goals.

SOME EXAMPLES OF THE ROLES WE FILL INCLUDE: 

• Chief Executive Officer

• Chief Operating Officer
All functional roles within the Operations Department, 
including Training, New Store Openings, and Field 
Support  

• Chief Development Officer 
All functional roles within the Development Department, 
including Franchise Sales, Real Estate and Construction, 
and International Development 

• Chief Marketing Officer 
All functional roles within the Marketing Department, 
including Brand Management, Field Marketing, and 
Digital Marketing  



A CURATED EXPERIENCE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS 
Blue Rock’s process is comprehensive, flexible, streamlined, and designed to fit your organization’s 
unique requirements. 

We work with emerging brands providing short-term and long-term leadership planning. We assist 
globally recognized legacy brands as they transition leadership teams to meet the needs of the 
current market.   

Franchising is a vehicle for growth in hundreds of different industries, and the placements within 
these industries require a real understanding of nuance and specific skills. Blue Rock’s team has 
over 30 years of experience working in and for the Franchise community, and has a deep network 
established within the space. 



OUR CLIENTS ARE AT THE 

“The Blue Rock team is able to present creative strategies and 
tactics and clearly communicate the benefits both up and down the 

organizational chart. In their work with our business, they integrated 
themselves into the leadership team to drive results.”

J.J. Sorrenti, President
Safeguard Business Systems

• DISCOVERY
At Blue Rock Search, our starting point is 
understanding where you currently are and where 
you want to go. As your partner, we ask exploratory 
questions that get to the root of the organizational 
need. We discuss your expectations, culture, 
necessary skills, and the specific goals your search 
will accomplish. 

• SEARCH STRATEGY
After a comprehensive assessment of the role, 
requirements, key priorities, and ideal candidate 
profile, the assigned search team identifies, 
engages, and assesses profile-fitting talent. We 
develop candidate-centric collateral materials to 
position your brand and the opportunity. Simply 
put, we dive deep into our relationship network, 
recruiting expertise, and creative thinking skills to 
engage and attract the best talent for your role. 

• RESULT-DRIVEN PROCESS
Our entire process is designed around your 
requirements. Its four stages are: launch, 
recruiting, interview, and offer. This process is 
efficient, effective, and built to get optimal results 
within the shortest timeframe possible. 

• A DEDICATED TEAM  
You will be supported by a three-person team 
throughout the process. 

• Your Client Relationship Partner oversees the 
search process from start to finish. 

• Your Recruiting Partner engages and assesses 
talent, presents candidates as well as 
manages the candidate’s experience. 

• Your Sourcing Partner efficiently identifies and 
connects with the targeted talent communities 
while managing recruiting operations. 
This team will provide you with ongoing 
communication, comprehensive support, 
and a superior experience for you and your 
candidates.

OF OUR PROCESS:CENTER



COMPREHENSIVE 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
RECRUITMENT 
PROCESS 
OUTSOURCING   

When you need a partner 
to provide a comprehensive 
approach to Recruitment Process 
Outsourcing (RPO) or want a team 
of dedicated franchise experts to 
supplement your internal team, 
Blue Rock Search has the people, 
experience, and process to meet 
your needs. 

When you engage Blue Rock 
Search for a comprehensive 
recruiting solution, we work at your 
side and serve as an extension of 
your team. Together, we build a 
scalable talent acquisition model 
designed to fit your unique market 
and needs. 

It’s efficient and flexible. Your 
Human Resources team benefits 
from broader bandwidth without 
adding headcount. 

If growth is one of the critical goals 
for your franchise group, an RPO 
solution from Blue Rock Search 
can help get you where you want 
to go. 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT TO LAST



Our commitment is always present. We proudly report 
that we have successfully delivered diverse candidates 
on all searches performed! We have placed diverse 
executives in well-known publicly traded, and privately 
held organizations across the country. Our deep 
relationships and proactive sourcing and engagement 
with diverse talent pipelines have achieved this result.

Do you believe there is room for everyone at the top? So does Blue Rock Search. 

As a minority/female-owned business, it is our personal 
philosophy and business acumen. You are better 
positioned to achieve your business goals when your 
executive leadership creates a culture that embraces 
and supports diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging. 
Innovation and productivity thrive when our clients reflect 
the communities they serve, as well as when employees 
consider they are respected and heard.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, AND BELONGING

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT TO LAST



Blue Rock Search is an MBE Certified, 

minority-owned executive search firm, an SRA 

Network member, a Hunt Scanlon Top 10 global 

recruiting firm, and one of the Hunt Scanlon HR/

Diversity Recruiting Power 65. We specialize 

in the targeted identification, assessment, and 

placement of executives across four distinct 

practice areas: Human Resources, Franchise, 

Customer Experience, and Higher Education.

Blue Rock Search’s founding partners are 

respected and trusted thought leaders with more 

than 75 years of combined experience in their 

respective practice areas. Additionally, systems, 

processes, and tools are designed to flex to 

fit our clients’ unique needs and reflect our 

philosophy of built-to-last relationships.

Over the years, Blue Rock Search has grown 

enormously from the three-person team that 

opened our doors. We currently have offices in 

Sarasota, Knoxville, and Cleveland as well as 

recruiters working virtually, providing recruiting 

and staffing services for clients of all sizes in 

the United States, and globally.

ABOUT  BLUE ROCK

RELATIONSHIPS  BUILT TO LAST

941.952.9555

INFO@BLUEROCKSEARCH.COM

2946 UNIVERSITY PARKWAY, SARASOTA, FL 34243

224 S. PETERS ROAD, SUITE 208, KNOXVILLE, TN  37923
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If you are looking for a responsive 

partner with the recruiting expertise 

to find the best candidates for your 

goals and your culture, contact 

Blue Rock Search today.


